Tarung Derajat Martial Arts Training Center is a complex tool that embodies the martial arts training, martial art lovers, especially Tarung Derajat martial arts, both the community and professional athletes and became a center of activity for both martial arts training to match events are accommodated with a variety of facilities supporting these activities. The training center consists of a main building as a practice hall, arena fights where the main stage and two sparring arena, as well as the hostel as a temporary residence for a professional athlete. In addition to the training center also features several supporting facilities, the fitness room, treatment room / clinic, cafeteria, and field for outdoor training.

The selection of the theme "Tarung" is a theme approach that is characteristic of the martial arts training. In the battle there are elements of the power of motion, speed, accuracy, tenacity, courage and strength that gave rise to a characteristic like face, bump, bump, and touching. Object design and character design will bring the elements of a fight into a spin at every element of the building.
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